Stevenson’s Shifting Viewpoint
By Richard Dury
In a perceptive essay published in 1911
Vernon Lee (Violet Paget) refers to the
changes in tense in Stevenson: they are,
she says, ‘dimensional movements in time,
and their variety and intricacy enlarges it,
as variety and movement in space enables
us to feel an object as cubic’. 1 This
interesting observation captures an
important aspect of Stevenson’s mind-style
which deserves further study.
For Stevenson, the world was a maze without a centre,2 and more than that: a
‘changing labyrinth’, in which ‘the very essences are fleeting as we look’, in which
the observing subject is part of the very same flux: ‘Times and men and
circumstances change about your changing character, with a speed of which no
earthly hurricane affords an image’.3

Perhaps Stevenson’s most extensive traditional set-piece description in stopped
time from a single point is his description of the view from Calton Hill
in Edinburgh: Picturesque Notes. It is overtly signalled as a ‘scene’, ‘a view’ and
we get a progressive description (mixed with history), marked out by adverbial
phrases ‘upon the south… upon your left. Upon the right… On the north…’. But
then, unexpectedly, he says that the reality of the observer is quite different:
How they [the main features of the scene] are all tilted by the inclination of the
ground, how each stands out in delicate relief against the rest, what manifold
detail, and play of sun and shadow, animate and accentuate the picture, is a
matter for a person on the spot, and turning swiftly on his heels, to grasp and
bind together in one comprehensive look. It is the character of such a prospect,
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to be full of change and of things moving.

No longer like a painting, the view is now a changing series of impermanent
perceptions. Indeed, the ‘multiplicity’ is too much to take in, and he continues
with a series of disparate details, far off but seen suddenly close too, like a
leaping zoom, undermining an idea of a simple stable viewpoint.
In a passage of the walking tour of the Chiltern Hills described in ‘An Autumn
Effect’, Stevenson analyses another strange personal experience of shifting
perspective when his path through the hilltop woods allows only occasional
glimpses of the plain below, seen now far and then near: ‘little scraps of
foreshortened distance, miniature fields, and Lilliputian houses and hedgerow
trees would appear for a moment in the aperture, and grow larger and smaller,
and change and melt one into another, as I continued to go forward, and so shift
my point of view’. 6 Here things lose reality and it is the only changing act of
perception that is central, within a state of heightened awareness.
This loss of permanence and reality gives things a hallucinatory quality like that
of the feverish visions of childhood that Stevenson describes in ‘A Chapter on
Dreams’, when ‘the room swelled and shrank, and his clothes, hanging on a nail,
now loomed up instant to the bigness of a church, and now drew away into a
horror of infinite distance and infinite littleness’.
Time is also seen in this fractured and kaleidoscopic way. In the fourth paragraph
of ‘A Modern Cosmopolis’ he describes the growth of San Francisco:

Thus, in the course of a generation only, this city and its suburb have arisen.
Men are alive by the score who have hunted all over the foundations in a dreary
waste. I have dined, near the ‘punctual centre’ of San Francisco, with a
gentleman (then newly married), who told me of his former pleasures, wading
with his fowling-piece in sand and scrub, on the site of the house where we were
dining.

Here, we see shifting focus that is not only spatial but also temporal: from the
period of living memory (in which the expansion of San Francisco has taken
place), to a few years ago (when I dined there), then back to a period before then
(the experience of the fellow-diner). Even the apparently irrelevant detail ‘then
newly married’, could be to indicate that the witness was young, so his
experiences were comparatively recent, but (since people can marry at any age) it
could also serve to add another element of temporal relativity, back from the
dinner to the recent wedding day, for the mere variety of another small temporal
shift.
This shifting viewpoint is perhaps most common in the essays, from which the

The Master tells him a story cunningly designed to tempt him, but Mackellar is
already mesmerised by
a narrator who was one moment looking down at me from the skies and the next
up from under the soles of my feet.
The situation here is not only of fascinating mirror-like reversals, but an
additional spatial situation where the shadow is thrown beyond the ship and an
apparently independent line of the sea leaps up—unexpected movements that
seems closer to our idea of sudden shifts of perceptive focus.
Stevenson seems never to have explicitly theorized about such shifts in viewpoints
and focus, but we can see it as part of his basic view of the complex and changing
nature of all phenomena, including mental phenomena. Perhaps the nearest we
get is his comment to a newspaper reporter in 1893, ‘there are many
consciousnesses in a man. I have no doubt about it—I can feel them working in
many directions’. 9
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